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Camping and Tramping in Malaya
By Ambrose B. Rathborne

John Beaufoy Publishing Ltd, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 2nd. 198 x
129 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Ambrose Rathborne was an Australian mining
engineer who moved first to Ceylon (present-day Sri Lanka) as a coffee planter, and then in the
1880s to the Malay States, where he worked as a planter and entrepreneur. Camping and Tramping
in Malaya: Fifteen Years in the Native States of the Malay Peninsula was first published in 1898, and is
a lively and entertaining account of the author s travels, with fascinating insights into the colonial
personalities and working conditions of the day. An urge to find his own nirvana in the hills for
planting Arabica coffee evidently drove Rathborne s initial years in Malaya, and his chief legacy is
his role in surveying for the alignments of the first long-distance roads in Malaysia. As Malaysia
develops and matures as a nation state, interest will surely grow in its early formative years.
Rathborne s Camping and Tramping is an excellent place to start, and as easy to read as a good
novel. Stanfords Travel Classics feature some of the finest historical travel writing in the English
language, with authors hailing...
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Reviews
Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of. Rick Roma g uer a
It becomes an remarkable publication that we have possibly go through. It is among the most remarkable book i actually have read through. Your lifestyle
period will likely be transform when you total reading this publication.
-- Dominique B er g str om
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